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From The Editor’s Desk

PhotographyBB Online Magazine Issue Twenty-Five: Happy Birthday to US!

Dave Seeram is the Editor in Chief for PhotographyBB Online Magazine. As 
the administrator of the PhotographyBB Website and Forums, Dave is also 
an experienced author of several Photoshop® Actions and Tutorials which 
can be found on http://www.PhotographyBB.com

Welcome to the milestone 25th Edition of the PhotographyBB Online Magazine. Yes, it’s our 2nd Anniversary 
Edition! With two years of magazines under our belt, I would like to thank our contributing authors for all 
of their hard work, it’s appreciated by so many. A big thanks also goes out to each and every reader of the 

PhotographyBB Online Magazine; it’s because of all of you that we continue to enjoy publishing this magazine.

It’s been one heck of a busy month with our 2 year anniversary issue, as well as living in the host city of the 2010 
Winter Games. Although I haven’t been to any actual events, I have been busy shooting the festivities almost every 
day, some of which you will see throughout this edition of the magazine. Truly the event of my lifetime, and one 
which I am privileged to be a part of.

For our 2 year milestone edition, we kick things off with a photo-editorial by Ken Fagan, illustrating his 
photographic experiences of the 2010 Games. Next, we welcome one talented individual, Mike Frye, to our team of 
contributing authors. Mike will be leading a new series on Social Networking for Photographers, and gives us a taste 
of what’s to come over the months ahead. We also welcome back another new contributing author, Grady Layman, 
who continues his brilliant series on portraiture photography and lighting. Additionally, Jay Livens joins our team of 
regular authors, who teaches us the things to look for when buying a new lens, and just how to decipher all those 
fancy numbers on camera lenses.

In our software section, John Ogden breaks down the Print Module of the new Lightroom 3 Beta release, showing 
us the power of the Watermarking and Identity Plate tools. Jennifer Farley has an excellent tutorial for our Photoshop 
users, showing us how easy it can be to create panoramic photos using Photoshop’s Photomerge function. Also, if 
you enjoy creating digital works of art with your photography, Jon Ayres has done a fabulous review of Dynamic 
Auto Painter; a great piece of software which turns photos into digital art of many styles.

Journey all the way to the beautiful provinces of Alberta and British Columbia, Canada, in our Photography 
Around the World series. Rob Davidson (who has contributed previously before) takes us on his journey through 
the majestic Rocky Mountains in Canada. Our other guest contributor this month is a special Spotlight Interviewee. 
World renowned photographer and creator of the popular Kubota Image Tools software, Kevin Kubota is here for a 
candid interview on photography, how he got started in the business, and a look at some of his spectacular portrait 
photography. You won’t want to miss this one!

There you have it! Our two year edition in a nutshell. I hope you all enjoy this issue, and continue to benefit from 
the articles of our dedicated contributors. It’s a pleasure for us to do what we do, and we look forward to many more 
years of publishing the PhotographyBB Online Magazine.

Dave Seeram
Editor and Publisher

Throughout this edition, PhotographyBB Online Magazine and it’s authors make reference to the Olympic Games being held in Vancouver. PhotographyBB 
is in no way affiliated or associated with the Olympic Games, VANOC, the IOC, COC, or CPC. All registered trademarks including “Olympic”, “Olympics”, 
“Vancouver 2010”, “Winter Games” are acknowledged trademarks of their respective owners.
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DAVE SEERAM is the Editor of the PhotographyBB Online 
Website, PhotographyBB Forums, and Editor/Publisher 
of the PhotographyBB Online Magazine. Dave is also a 
digital photography and Photoshop enthusiast. 

JON AYRES is a digital photographer from the United 
States, now living in Moscow. He enjoys photography, 
writing, and history. Jon has been involved in writing, 
digital art and photography for over 30 years and is a 
published photographer and author. 

KENNETH FAGAN is a photographer based in the Republic 
of Ireland.  Ken graduated with a professional Diploma in 
Photography from the Focal Point School for Visual Arts 
in Vancouver. Ken works with many camera formats in-
cluding, digital and film SLRS, medium and large format.

JENNIFER FARLEY Jennifer Farley is a design instructor 
based in Ireland,  and is the founder of Laughing Lion 
Design - a small design studio offering graphic and web 
design services, illustration and professional training in 
Photoshop, Illustrator, Dreamweaver and InDesign.

MIKE FRYE is a talented photographer as well as avid 
blogger and social networking guru. Mike loves sharing 
knowledge, and showcasing talented photographers 
through his photography blog.

GRADY LAYMAN is our resident portraiture specialist who 
always strives to create unique photographs. Never 
placing restraints on creativity, Grady enjoys hard work 
and collaborating with other creative people.

JAY LIVENS is a computer guy a heart who loves digital 
photography, working with Linux, and running his own 
personal blog. Jay is our go-to guy for all things techni-
cal relating to digital photography and computers.

JOHN OGDEN is an award winning London based digital 
artist and photographer. John lectures on Photoshop CS4 
and Lightroom to adult learners in Further Education, is 
an Adobe Certified Instructor, and member of NAPP.

GUEST CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH: 
Rob Davidson - Photography Around the World
Grady Layman - Portraiture 101
Kevin Kubota - Spotlight Interview
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It is about six months since I left Ireland for Vancouver, 
the magnetic effect of this beautiful city brought me 
back here without a struggle after almost four years. 

Today as I sit and write, the world is watching. It’s the 
Winter Olympics and Vancouver currently feels like 
it is just about the best place on Earth. In this photo-
editorial, I’ll take you through the highlights of my 
personal experiences at the 2010 Winter Games.

I am not a huge sports fan by any means; I don’t even 
have any tickets to go to some of the sporting events. 
To be honest, I am unable to afford such luxuries. That 
doesn’t mean that the Olympics cannot be enjoyed. 
Vancouver is alive with the buzz of excitement and 
anticipation. Every night, downtown light shows and 
fireworks light up the sky, and the “sky-beams” at the 

harbor resemble the immense beauty of the Aurora 
Borealis move back and forth in mesmerizing motion. 
Crowds of fans and party animals line the streets both 
day and night in a tireless celebration of what is the 
Vancouver Winter Olympics of 2010. 

As a photographer I have savored this opportunity 
to capture what I see as being the essence of what the 
Olympics should be; a time of joy, celebration and 
excitement. I have taken my camera downtown and 
around during both the day and night. The atmosphere 
on the streets of Vancouver during the day is exciting but 
at night, the whole place turns electric. Granville Street, 
one of Vancouver’s most popular party strips night after 
night consistently thronged with sports fans. Most often, 
the street was taken over by the hoards of avid Canadian 

RELISHING THE AMBIENCE IN VANCOUVER 2010 - By Kenneth Fagan

Confessions of a Photographer...
EDITORIAL THOUGHTS, FACTS, AND OPINIONS FROM THE TEAM AT PHOTOGRAPHYBB.

A view of Vancouver’s Yaletown from the Cambie Bridge. Spotlight beams can be seen recreating a “Northern Lights” effect in the sky.
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hockey fans who love their hockey as if it were a family 
member so to speak.  Even for someone like me, I come 
from a place where ice hockey has minimal following; the 
atmosphere after a Canadian victory is incredible. Heck I 
still don’t know if Ireland even has an ice hockey team or 
not. You don’t have to be a big fan of a sport or to know 
the rules to enjoy it. I try my best to learn but I am too 
easily distracted to take in the details. Everybody dons 
their smiley face, others get a little tipsy on the local brew, 
some mildly disorderly but forgivable. 

Apart from the hoards of fans, the streets are decorated 
with art pieces and street performers. Vancouver during 
the Olympics really has something to suit something to 
suit everyone. From drummers, guitarists and fire dancers 
to one-trick-ponies playing in loop you would have to 
have the personality of a stone not to find at least one 
thing slightly entertaining. 

I must admit that I was rather cynical about the whole 
Olympic vibe before it all started, thinking that without 

Fire Dancers are some of the many forms of free entertainment in and around the Vancouver Downtown core.

Granville St is packed everynight with both locals and tourists. Crowds gather to watch fire juggling in the street.
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the cash to enjoy it I would be in bed for two weeks and 
that it would all be inaccessible without a ticket. This 
was not the case at all. There are many opportunities to 
take in some big name open-air concerts free of charge. 
Something, which has proven so popular, that just about 
every concert has so far reached maximum capacity night 
after night. The Olympics has made Vancouverites and 
visitors alike fanatical about entertainment, sport and 
free stuff. Hundreds of people queued daily for up to 8 
hours for a 20-second ZipTrek ride across a few downtown 
blocks at the art gallery. It’s not something that I would 
stand around for but I don’t speak for everyone.

Works of art light up the streets at night.

Olympic Rings at Stanley Park against the backdrop of Vancouver’s downtown and Canada Place. Photo by Dave Seeram

The sails at Canada Place lit up at night. Photo by Dave Seeram
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One thing, which I am happiest about getting to 
see, was the Olympic flame, lit up and burning bright 
in all its glory, it really is a sight to see. It was hard to 
walk away from it, knowing that I may never get so 
close again in the future. Every night just before 11pm, 
the sky lights up with bright sparkling fireworks, I can 
see them from my bedroom as I look out my window, 
although the photo above was shot from Vancouver’s 
Cambie St Bridge. It doesn’t grow old; it is an almost 
respectful ending to another day of the Vancouver 2010 
Olympics. The Olympics is a celebration of courage and 
spirit, closing each day with a fireworks display seems 
appropriate. I am just happy to be a small part of it.

A view of Vancouver’s Yaletown. Spotlight beams can be seen recreating a “Northern Lights” effect while fireworks light up the sky.

The Olympic Cauldron.

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Kenneth Fagan. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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AN INTRO TO SOCIAL NETWORKING FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS: By Mike Frye

Social Media for Photographers

Photographers twenty years ago had one primary challenge in getting the word to the 
world that they existed as artists. That challenge was phrased this way, “being discovered”. 
In most cases those who were discovered became very famous inside and outside of the 
photographic community. Many remain so today, most having adapted to the worlds of 
digital photography and computing.

SOCIAL NETWORKING AND SELF-PROMOTION TECHNIQUES FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHER / ENTREPRENEUR

Today the photographer still faces the challenge 
of “being discovered”, but the challenge has 
morphed as the world of the Internet has taken 

hold of almost everyone’s imagination. Where once 
a photographer had to apply to an art gallery on the 
corner of Main Street and Vine to have their work 
displayed, now, they have but to sign up for the latest 
photographic sharing site or community to display 
their work. Still, there is the issue of getting someone to 
notice that you are a gifted and talented photographer. 
After all, just posting photos to a website is not the 
thing that gets your work noticed.

That is where this new column in the 
PhotographyBB Online Magazine comes in. We hope 
to make you aware of some social networking tools 
and Internet sharing websites that you may or may not 
know about, in the hopes that we may help you become 
one of the “discovered.” Of course social networking 
for the photographer, or anybody for that matter, goes 
well beyond the realm of self promotion.

Participating in the world of social networking 
leads to web places and people where your abilities as 
a photographer may be improved if you are willing to 

Image courtest of Salvatore Vuono. FreeDigiralPhotos.net
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listen and learn. It is a place where peers and gurus are 
found enabling you to connect and learn from them. 
It is a place where friendships are re-made and made 
providing you the opportunity to promote someone 
else and the hard work that you see them do.

It is also a world where you can teach others about 
those things that you have learned as a photographer. 
You can share your thoughts, website, and photography 
links with those who are learning based on what you 
are doing. The end result in this type of interaction in 
social networking is an exchange of ideas that can lead 
to something greater. This monthly column was born 
out of just such an interaction on a social network and 
our hope is that it will impact you in such a way as to get 
involved with the various realms of social networking 
available to you on the Internet.

This year we will be presenting a variety of tools to 
help you establish a presence on the Internet. Some of 
you may already be well established and functioning 
within the social networking arena. Still we will be 
presented tools that you may not be aware of that 
will either enhance your experience or improve your 
abilities as a social networker.

We will also present some functionalities found 
in a variety of social networks that can be specifically 
utilized by the photographer to present to, learn 
from, and teach others. There are websites specifically 
designed to serve you where your work can be sold 
and interaction with other artists is encouraged. 
Finally, there are networks that allow you to simply 
share your photography.

Over the next few months we will be discussing 
what we have come to term the “BIG THREE”. They 
are the three social networks that PhotographyBB 
Online uses primarily outside of its own Forums; they 
are Facebook, Twitter, and Flickr. PhotographyBB 
and its staff have established a solid foothold in their 

three areas of social networking. They epitomize just 
how these networks can be used to educate, inform, 
communicate, and promote. Using these they have 
positively affected the photographic community 
reaching those from all over the world.

After we look at these first three, we will move on 
to other social networks and photographic sharing 
websites, which will initially include RedBubble, Google 
applications, blogs, MySpace, and others. As with 
anything Internet or computing related, the “playing 
field” changes from day to day, week to week, and month 
to month, so we will keep you up to date on the latest 
in trends and functionality related to the photographer 
who chooses to use social networking as a tool.

We hope you enjoy this regular column about 
photography and social networking. If you hear of 
something out there in the Internet world that you 
believe might be worthy of note for this column, 
please contact PhotographyBB Online by e-mail us 
at magazine@photographybb.com. We would love 
to hear your feedback as well, so do not hesitate to 
communicate with us about those things you would 
like to hear more about in the coming year.

In finishing this article I would like to introduce 
you to one social network you should absolutely 
be involved in right here and right now. It is our 
own PhotographyBB Forums. Whether you are a 
photographer familiar or unfamiliar with social 
networking, the Forums are a great starting point. 
Some of the key highlights of the Forums are our 
bi-weekly photo assignments, designed to boost 
creativity and technical skill, while being loads of 
fun in the process. Additionally, we’ve expanded our 
“No-Stupid Questions” room to allow our members 
to feel at ease when it comes to asking any question 
regarding photography or image processing. The 
positive community offers a warm welcome to 
photographers of all skill levels, encouraging all 
members to participate in discussions and share their 
photos with the community. It does not matter your 
level of ability or skill, because it is a place of learning, 
teaching, interaction, and fun.

To participate, simply click on the Forums tab 
located on the PhotographyBB Online webpage and 
follow the directions for signing up. It is free and as 
I said before a lot of fun. So do not hesitate to get 
involved today. Everyone is welcome!

Visit the PhotographyBB Forums:
http://www.photographybb.com/forum

Join us next month were we dive deeper into social 
networking for  photographers!

Image courtest of Maggie Smith. FreeDigiralPhotos.net

This article is Copyright © and courtesy of Mike Frye. Image credits as noted. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Photography Around the World 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPLORATIONS OF OUR BEAUTIFUL AND MAGNIFICENT PLANET EARTH

AN AUSSIE ROCKIES ROADTRIP: THE ICEFIELD PARKWAY -  By Rob Davidson

Australia is one of the oldest and flattest land 
masses in the world. When we, a couple of Aussie 
travellers, landed in Calgary, Alberta, for our 

planned trip across the Canadian Rockies to Vancouver 
Island, we though that we were back in Australia. Whilst 
being overwhelmed by driving on the “wrong” side 
of the road for the first time in many years, Calgary is 
relatively flat and easy to get around like most rural 
cities in Australia. A quick drive through the city got us 
on the way to what we had been planning, an adventure 
in the mountains and a photographic experience.

Heading out of the city towards Banff, one of 
the first recognisable sites was the home of the 
1988 Olympics and ski jump made famous by Eddie 

the Eagle. The road was long and straight but in the 
distance we could see some “hills” with wisps of white 
on them. It took a while to get close to these hills and 
then the majesty of mountains, not hills, rising out of 
the plains was something to behold. 

Banff was our first night stop. Talking later to several 
Canadians, I got the feeling that Banff is not seen as 
a “true” Rockies town but more of a tourist mountain 
experience. Us Aussie tourists feel in love with the look 
and feel of the place. Building styles, tourist shops and 
of course the scenery was what we had expected from 
advertisements of the Canadian Rockies. We got to see 
many things that we have not experienced anywhere 
else in the world. Talking to the Banff locals, yes it is 

The main street of Banff; a “tourist town” within the Rocky Mountains.
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a tourist town, and they were warm and welcoming 
towards us. It was great experiencing all of this in 
person rather than a glossy tourist brochure.

Next day we started the 230km drive on the 
Icefield Parkway. We had decided that late spring / 
early summer would be good time for the drive as we 
were hoping to still experience some snow without 
the driving problems in winter. Driving the Icefield 
Parkway itself at this time of year was easy and not a 
challenge, although we did get some light snow which 
added to the ambience. Driving in this snow was not 
my biggest problem as I had several gut reactions as 
cars appeared over a rise in the road ahead on what 
I am used to as my side of the road. Once these over 
reactions calmed down and I got used to people 
knowing which side of the road they drive on, I could 
also enjoy the driving myself. Roads conditions were 
first class and that enabled us to enjoy the drive, the 
scenery and the experience.

Around every corner was a new experience. 
Mountains, rivers and lakes presented themselves 

with regularity so the car was often stopped and the 
camera brought out. Bow River was something that 
we were not used to. A fast flowing steam flanked by 
fir and pine trees was a delight to see. We decided to 
get off the main road as often as we could. The first 
opportunity was a side road running parallel to the 
Icefield Parkway. Driving along this back road gave us 
more time to stop and look around. It was also the 
first time that I was able to stalk an elk. Some other 
tourist had stopped and indicated to us that an elk 
had walked across the road and gone into the forest. 
With a quick change of lens so to get closer to the 
subject, we stalked through the forest. Sure enough 
in a small clearing I was able shoot off a couple of 
quick shots. This was a first for me and I was hoping 
to still see more local wildlife. 

The first real stop that day was Moraine Lake. 
The lake itself is nestled in a valley with a backdrop 
of mountains and an entrance covered with fallen 
timbers and rocky slopes. The semi-melted ice over 
the lake added to its charm. The lake and surrounds 
provided a photographer’s paradise. 

Moraine Lake is nestled in a valley with a backdrop of mountains and an entrance covered with fallen timbers and rocky slopes.
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Approximately 10km away is the more well known 
Lake Louise. A walk along the boardwalk showed us 
scratch marks left by some local bears that I was hoping 
that we would not meet too closely. They obviously 
enjoy using the boardwalk as a scratching post. We 
were able to get back to the lake early next morning 
and were then able to see the lake under different 
lighting conditions than the afternoon before. One of 
the disadvantages of undertaking a trip such as this is 
that you don’t get much choice of the light for your 
photography. You have to make the best of what you 
are given. Staying at a place over night at least allows 
you photography at two different times of day. 

Leaving Lake Louise we drove north through 
Banff National Park. As we climbed higher into the 

mountains we experienced some still frozen lakes, 
some very rugged mountains and glaciers hanging 
over the edge of these mountains. For a couple of 
warm climate Aussies, it was such great scenery. Plenty 
of stops along the route and I was thankful that I had 
chosen high capacity storage cards for my camera.

After climbing through several passes and we 
stopped at the Icefields Centre so we could get up 
on to the Athabasca Glacier. The icefield snowmobile 
driver kept us informed and amused. Walking on a 
glacier is not something that can happen in Australia 
so we thoroughly enjoyed our time taking in the sights. 
I enjoy panoramic photography and stitching images 
together, so I took my time and lined up several shoots 
of the head of the glacier and the Columbia Icefields.

Lake Louise. Thawing ice made for some interesting photography.

Athabasca Glacier. Head of the Athabasca Glacier with the Columbia Icefield in the distance.
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Thankfully we got to the Icefield Centre relatively 
early as the number of RVs in the carpark had 
dramatically increased by the time we got back down 
from the glacier and the queues for the trip up the 
glacier had grown exponentially. Heading down 
out of the mountains towards Jasper are many side 
roads leading to river views and waterfalls. We had 
experienced drought conditions for the last 8 years 

and seeing this amount of water flowing along these 
rivers was a pure delight. We stopped at Sunwapta and 
Athabasca Falls and again the camera got a workout. 

Hoping to see more wildlife, we got off the main 
road and took the Route 93A. Unfortunately, no bears 
were about that we could see but when we rejoined 
the 93 just south of Japer, a herd of deer joined our 
journey along the edge of the road. 

Arriving at Jasper we got a completely different 
feel than at Banff. Jasper appears like a more working 
town and locals appeared to out number the tourists. 
However, there are still many places to enjoy. Just 
outside of the town are many lakes where hiking 
and fishing appear to be popular pastimes. Photo 
opportunities were abundant with local wildlife and 
the scenery attracting most of our attention.

After Jasper our journey continued for a few more 
weeks across to the coast, Vancouver, Vancouver Island 
and then back to the Okanagan Valley. What a great 
trip and photographic experience.

The Athabasca Falls.

Elk stalking on the side of the road.
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This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Rob Davidson. Please contact the author directly with any questions.

If you are considering the drive along the Icefield 
Parkway my recommendation is to take your time. The 
ever changing scenery is best experienced when you 
get a chance to look at it under several light conditions; 
that is at different times of the day. 

Be prepared to get out and walk, pack some 
footwear and clothing that allows you to do that and 
of course, pack extra storage cards for your camera. 
A couple other things to remember are the circular 

polarizing filter, for your scenery shoots and neutral 
density filters if you want to capture waterfalls at 
midday with that water movement look. 

The Icefield Parkway is rated in the top ten drives 
in the world, however, from a couple of Aussies that 
don’t get to see this sort of countryside that often, 
it was the most enjoyable drive I can remember. 
Thankfully I can revisit the area from this side of the 
world though the photographs we took.

Banff. Fairmont Hotel against the backdrop of mountains.

Reflections in Moose Lake, west of Jasper.
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AMATEURS
ARE THE NEW PROS
 EMBRACING THE ROLE OF AMATEURS IN THE PHOTO BUSINESS - By Dave Seeram  

The notion of an amateur (in any case) competing 
on a level playing field with a professional may seem 
surreal to most of us. However, there is a new trend 
blooming in the photography industry. Call them 
amateurs, semi-pros, or even call them pros for that 
matter, but the fact is that the times are changing. The 
rapid pace at which technology and the availability of 
information is increasing, is blurring the lines between 
traditional “professional” photographers and the new 
quasi-pro amateur photographers.  

Many professionals are 
feeling threatened by these new 
trends, and are quick to dismiss 
or disregard the dedicated 
amateurs, as if passing them 
off in their own mind will have 
an effect in reality. If you don’t 
believe it, it doesn’t exist right? 

For arguments sake, let’s 
say we have a hypothetical 
professional photographer 
who is hired by an organization 
to fly overseas for an exotic, 
expensive shoot; complete 
with assistants, the highest end 
lighting gear, and an array of cameras and lenses. The 
photographer arrives, sets up, fires off countless test 
and setup shots, before the “actual shoot”. Sounds like 
a great deal of effort (and cost) yes?  Well, it’s worth 
it. The photographer is well known, studied in a great 
photography school, and uses the highest-end gear.

Contrast that scenario with the amateur 
photographer who uses a prosumer level DSLR, and 
does not have assistants or additional gear. What 
the amateur does have (in abundance over the pro) 
is time... Time to shoot off several hundred photos of 
the same scene, until he/she is able to get it just right. 
Compare this “amateur’s” photos to the professional, 
and the best may look quite similar. If the end result is 
can be the same, then why the fuss?

Every professional photographer started their  
career somewhere, which some of them seem to 
forget. These pros should take comfort in the fact that a 

paying client is not going to use a photographer of the 
second sort (from the above example), hoping they 
will “get lucky” with a good shot. The client will pay 
for the reliability and reputation of the professional. 
However, some professional photographers continue 
to display somewhat of an elitist attitude to the 
aspiring pros, but why? These elitists seem to feel that 
the amateurs are showing some sort of disrespect 
by thinking they could compete with a “real” pro. 
They have the notion that their course of study in 
photography was the “proper” one, but the fact is 

that times have changed. Where 
traditional photographers 
went to school, or became 
apprentice photographers, 
today’s aspiring amateur 
photographers are learning 
online, and “apprenticing” 
together as friends, clubs, or 
photo-communities. 

The sheer number of 
beginners holding digital SLRs 
is staggering, simply because 
it’s affordable now. For the 
ones that really want to learn, 
free information and training 

is in abundance. Support groups (be it friends or 
photo clubs) are everywhere, and like it or not, the 
amateurs are motivated and talented. All this adds up 
to a learning environment like never before. Through 
social media and the Internet, a first time digital 
photographer now has the means to share his or 
her photos with the entire online world. This doesn’t 
necessarily mean that they have the ability, but that’s 
another topic to cover. 

Look towards the end of this edition of 
PhotographyBB Online Magazine, and you’ll find 
one of the world’s top photographers telling us that 
we should  be welcoming the competition from 
new photographers breaking into the business. 
The advantages of having a growing industry of 
professionals far outweighs the negatives. If not for 
the benefit of forging new relationships and business 
alliances, the increase in the number of working 
professional photographers creates a motivation 

... you’ll find one of the world’s 
top photographers telling us 
that we should  be welcoming 
the competition from new 
photographers breaking into 
the business. The advantages 
of having a growing industry 
of professionals far outweighs 

the negatives.
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to continuously improve ourselves and our craft. 
As the amateurs are inspired by the professional 
photographers they admire, some professionals 
are equally inspired by the new pool of talented 
amateurs entering the field. If anything, a surge in the 
number of professionals creates opportunities rather 
than taking them away (which is how some pros see 
it). New niche markets will be created, allowing pros 
more opportunities to focus on markets they enjoy 
working in. And for the professionals who feel the 
need to perpetuate the facade of “pro vs amateur,” 
they can use this as a chance to separate themselves 
further up the ladder by making sure they continue 
to dazzle through their experience. Continue to be 
the best at what you do, or risk being dethroned by 
a newcomer!

We’ve already seen the surge 
of new opportunities for those 
who are willing to put the time 
and effort into learning how to 
become a professional. That is 
the key, learning to become a 
pro, which is quite separate from 
learning digital photography. 
Stock photo sites are a dime a 
dozen, but thanks to the influx 
of aspiring professionals, dozens 
of new opportunities for stock 
businesses have risen. There 
are now arrays of stock photo 
agencies for all sorts of client 
needs, from those in the very high (expensive) end, 
to the more affordable images for the client who just 
needs the basics. 

Many amateurs are making a name for themselves 
through word of mouth, and as a result they are 
becoming quite well known locally. This leads to paid 
assignments, from everything such as birthday parties, 
to grad photos, or even wedding photography. Get 
enough of these gigs, and you may just be able to leave 
your day job and start doing something you truly love 
to do (assuming that you currently don’t). Some go a 
step further and make a name for themselves online 
using social networking  and social networking (word 
of mouth on steroids) as their podium. Those who are 
successfully building their online presence are even 
landing jobs with high profile clients. It’s not as easy 
as that may sound, but it’s also not as unbelievable 
as it sounds too. A hard working, dedicated amateur 
who is willing to take the time to learn self-promotion 
as well as photography, has an excellent chance of 
success in the new photography business world.

Believe it or not, there are even photographers 
who make a full-time living from simply entering 

photography contests. It just goes to show that the 
possibilities are endless.

Perhaps it’s a sign of the economic times we live 
in, where many amateurs are considering turning their 
photo-hobby into some extra income. It’s most likely a 
combination of this plus the fact that the technology 
and free training online are so readily available. 
Amateurs should be encouraged to pursue their 
dreams of becoming a pro. There is a client budget 
for all levels of photographers, and the established 
professionals (who shun the entry-level pros) should 
remember that. The more amateurs breaking into 
pro-photography, the more opportunity we all have 
to distinguish ourselves in markets we enjoy most. 
There are self-employed people and small businesses 

that will have photographic 
needs with budgets that would 
make an established pro cringe; 
but that may be perfect for the 
beginning professional. On 
the flipside, there will always 
be a need for experienced 
professionals who can walk in 
and out of an expensive shoot 
and get the job done confidently 
and quickly. It literally is a ladder, 
and the more competition there 
is, the more room there is to 
move up that ladder for all of 
us.

This is not to say that everyone holding a 
digital SLR camera should consider becoming a pro. 
Digital photography is one of the greatest hobbies 
in the world, and it will always be. For many folks, 
photography is a creative outlet of peace and serenity.
Client needs, financial management, marketing and 
self-promoting are all hard work which can sometimes 
take away from the enjoyment found in being a 
photographer. However, for those who are seeking 
this lifestyle, there’s nothing that beats it. 

 The simple truth is that advancements in 
technology, coupled with the lowering cost of high 
quality photo equipment, is leveling the playing 
field, bringing dedicated amateurs to professional 
levels. Only when professionals start embracing the 
role of this breed of “new professionals” is when our 
craft will begin to flourish as an industry. There are so 
many forms of business to be done, and photos to be 
sold. Push on amateurs, and if you are really serious, 
create the opportunities for yourselves. The more 
relationships we can forge together, the bigger our 
industry and craft becomes. Practice shooting, learn 
what you can, and seek help from professionals who 
are willing to offer it. 

Amatuers should be 
encouraged to pursue their 
dreams of becoming a pro. 
There is a client budget for 
all levels of photographers, 

and the established 
professionals (who shun 

the entry-level pros) should 
remember that. 

This article is Copyright © and courtesy of Dave Seeram. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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If you’ve been a follower of PhotograpyBB Online 
Magazine for awhile, then you know that not only do I 
enjoy photography, but also changing my photos into 

digital artworks with special post processing.  I know, I know, 
some photographers’ say that post processing photos into 
artwork is only trying to salvage bad photos and traditional 
artists say that digital art is not real art.  Well let me tell you, 
artwork done by a computer is just as much an art style 
as what is done by any traditional artist.  Granted, most 
traditional artists and sketchers do have great talent and 
skill, but those who say that digital art is not true art need to 
learn just what art really is.  Digital art done by a computer 
is as much art as what Claude Monet, Vincent Van Gogh, 
or even the art of Leonardo da Vinci created and if those 
photographers and arts can not accept that, then they are 
the ones having problems, not the digital artists.  It takes 
skill on many levels to turn a photo into digital artwork; it 
just does not happen by only using a software program.  
The digital artist has to take an exceptional photo to start 
with, and then have the skill knowledge to know what 

type of art style will work best with the photo and which 
software will give the best results.  Digital artwork just does 
not happen by pressing a couple of mouse buttons or keys 
on the keyboard. 

One of the newest digital art software programs is 
Dynamic Auto Painter by MediaChance.  Let me tell you, 
this program can create some amazing digital artwork 
pieces.  The Impressionist style of painting is the main 
style of this program, though a couple of other styles are 
available like classic water color and oil portrait styles.  
But the Impressionist paint style is the main idea behind 
this program.  The program can create 3D paintings in the 
styles of many famous artists like Sargent, Monet, Benson, 
or Van Gogh.  DAP does not alter your photos by changing 
pixels, but by using the photo as a guide it creates an 
artwork in the style of the given artist.  Unlike other digital 
art programs which you choose a style and get the same 
style each time you use the style, Dynamic Auto Painter 
will give you a different effect depending on the style you 

 “THE SOFTWARE WITH AN IMPRESSIONISTIC HEART” - By Jon D. Ayres

DYNAMIC
AUTO-PAINTER
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choose.  For example you choose to make  a painting 
in the Monet style, depending on the settings you use, 
length of time you run the setting and other settings 
you use, will give you a different artwork.  It is almost 
as if the painter himself is doing the artwork.  Just like 
in real life, rarely does a painter paint the same scene 
exactly alike, they are always different, so are the results 
Dynamic Auto Painter provide you. It is almost as if one 
of the world’s famous painters themselves is creating 
your digital artwork.  Dynamic Auto Painter truly is one 
of those amazing digital art software that rarely comes 
along for today’s digital artist to use because it sees 
the scene as the painter would see it.  Of course no 
software made today can actually read a human’s mind 
and it would be wrong to say that a given artist would 
paint your scene in any certain manner, but each artist 
had they own style of painting and these styles are 
what Digital Auto Painter copies.

One of Digital Auto Painter’s strengths is its ease of 
use.  First select your photo, and then choose the artistic 
style you want to use.  Then you make your adjustments to 

how strong you want your photo to be as to impressionist 
or realistic, adjust your detail and other adjustments.  You 
learn through experimentation to what settings and 
adjustments work best, then if you like how your artwork 
comes out, you can save your settings as a template. 

One of the things I like about Dynamic Auto Painter is 
that you can share your settings with other DAP users and 
download other AOP presets from wither Auto Painter’s 
forum or from the DAP CAFÉ (DAP Repository All things 
for Dynamic Auto Painter)  There are many talented 
Dynamic Auto Painter users who share their nice presets 
on the Auto Painter forum and Café.

DAP Forum:
http://www.mmbforums.com/ipb/index.
php?showforum=83

DAP Cafe:
http://dap.mediachance.com

Download a trial version of Dynamic Auto Painter:
http://www.mediachance.com/dap/index.html
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The trial version is fully operational, it places a 
watermark on your artwork until you enter a registration 
number.  The programmer who developed Dynamic 
Auto Painter is on the Auto Painter forum quite a lot and 
he listens to what users tell him about the program and 
includes some of their suggestions if they are feasible 
and valid in updates to the software.

It is rare that software impresses me enough that I 
will write a review for it, but Dynamic Auto Painter is really 
impressive and I consider this software to be one program 
every serious digital artist should have in their digital 
studio.  But do not take my word for it, look for yourself at 
the artwork done by many satisfied digital artists who use 
this program on the Dynamic Auto Painter Flickr group, 
you’ll find some of my work there also:
http://www.flickr.com/groups/dynamicautopainter/pool/

There are also two short videos on how to use this 
program on Youtube that are very good and less that 
10 minutes long, you can see how easy it is to use this 
wonder digital art software.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjvDRqOryNI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJU9RuD-98U

The developer of DAP, I only know his first name, 
Oscar really did a fine job of making one of the best digital 
art programs there is today.  At an excellent price too, at 

under $50, you would be hard set to find a program as 
good as this at that price and sometimes if you’re lucky 
you can catch Oscar offering it at half price on Ebay.  If you 
like impressionist style art, you’ll be hard pressed to find 
a program that does it as good as Dynamic Auto Painter.  
As I said before, this is one program every serious digital 
artist needs to have in their digital studio.  I almost forgot, 
one of the benefits of using Dynamic Auto Painter is its 
darn fun to watch it paint.  I first used the trial version 
when I was in the hospital not long ago having some 
tests done and treatments for my diabetes in a Russian 
hospital, my Russian is not that good and it can be 
boring just laying in a hospital bed all day, but I had my 
laptop with me and I was able to give DAP a complete 
workout.  Its very soothing and relaxing watching as the 
program paints a photo.  I really can not recommend this 
program strong enough; it is a great fantastic program 
at a great price.

 So do yourself  a favor and download the trial 
version and give it a spin, I’m willing to bet you’ll be 
impressed enough that you will buy it also.  I know I 
was and I’m not easily impressed with most software.  
Digital art is something I enjoy a lot and with software 
like Dynamic Auto Painter, we all can be good, not 
good, but excellent digital artists.

This article & images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Jon D. Ayres and Mediachance. Contact the author directly with any questions.
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Choosing to shoot your portraits on location can 
yield very unique results. In many cases, gaining 
the results you are looking for will require the use 

of multiple flashes. When adding additional flashes it is 
a good idea to follow some simple guidelines, and also 
very important to have a well thought out plan before 
adding any additional light sources.

In last month’s “Portraiture Photography 101” 
article, I spoke about how just one flash could 
benefit your location portraits. This month will be a 
continuation of the previous article, where we will be 
discussing how to use multiple flashes. If you missed 
last month’s issue now would be the perfect time pause 
and get caught up. 

Guidelines: When shooting at any location there 
are a few simple steps I always like to follow. To start, 
it is always important to have a clear vision of your 
final product. Are you planning for the background 
to be darker or brighter than your subject? Do you 
want to use hard or soft light? How dark do you want 
your shadows? How you answer these questions will 
impact how you proceed through the next steps. 
There are many more questions you could ask yourself 
depending on different locations. The important part 
is that you have a plan. 

Next you will want to take one “test shot” of your 
scene to get a preview of what kind of natural light you 
are working with (this was discussed in last months 

ON LOCATION WITH MULTIPLE FLASHES:  By Grady Layman

Portraiture Photography 101
TIPS AND TECHNIQUES FOR PORTRAITURE PHOTOGRAPHY AND LIGHTING
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article). You will want to pay close attention to the 
exposure settings as they may need to be adjusted 
later.  Test shots help with identifying “hot spots” 
(overexposed areas) as well as areas that are too dark 
(underexposed). This information will help you make 
decisions about where and how to place the lights. 

Whenever you are working with multiple lights 
you should only add one light at a time. It is important 
to take test shots after each additional light. If 
adjustments need to be made to the lights, change 
them before adding any other lights.  When making 
large adjustments you may want to take additional 
test shots before moving forward. This will ensure that 
each light is precisely how you want it.  

The first flash you want to start setting up is the 
“main light”, or “key light”. The key light is usually the 
brightest light in the lighting set-up. Most of the time 
you will want this light placed on your subject. That will 
make your subject the brightest portion of the image. 
This will help draw attention and focus to that area of 
the frame. 

Again, take test shots before adding any additional 
flashes. This will allow you to see the direct impact 
from each flash. If the test shot shows dark shadows 
on your subjects face, then you may want to add a 

second flash as a “fill light”. “Fill lights” are usually set to 
a lower power setting than the “key light”. The purpose 
of the “fill light” is only to fill in the shadow areas, not 
overpower them.  More information on “fill lights” can 
be found in last month’s article. 

Now that you have established the placement of 
both your main light and fill light, you want to evaluate 
the rest of the frame to determine if additional flashes 
are necessary.  Again, a few things to consider could 
be: does your subject blend with the background?  
Do they stand out too much? Are there areas in the 
background that appear too dark? 

If you think the subject could use an additional 
light source, one option may be placing a flash behind 
the subject as a “rim light”.  Rim lights, sometimes called 
“hair lights”, will help create a good separation between 
your background and your subject. These lights can be 
set at any power range and sometimes can even be set 
higher than the key light. 

 
Now let’s talk about the background. If your 

first ambient test shot showed some dark areas in 
the background, then now would be a good time to 
place flashes to illuminate those areas. Again, your 
background lights can be set at a wide range of power 
settings to meet your final product goal. Most of the 
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time I like to keep my backgrounds darker than my 
subjects. This will help your subject stand out from the 
background, but that is my personal shooting style.  

By now, your photo should be a close match to 
your overall goal. If the image is not to your liking, 
then you will need to analyze the problem areas and 
make proper adjustments. Every location will present 
its own challenges that will need to be corrected. Once 
everything looks the way you envisioned, you can 
start shooting. It may take a few extra minutes to get 
everything perfect but this will be time well spent in 
the long run. 

 

Scenario: Album Cover
I recently had the opportunity to shoot an album 

cover for a local rap artist. I chose to shoot these 
images in an abandoned, concrete building with very 
little natural light. I had previously scouted the location 
and I already had some shot ideas flowing in my head. I 
also knew these images would be cropped to a square 
for the album cover. These are all small things that you 
should try to plan and prepare for.

First thing I did when we arrived on location was 
shoot a test frame of the background. This test shot 
was properly exposed for ambient light only. Due to 
the results I decided to underexpose the background 
by several stops. I then shot another image of the 
underexposed background to see if I had any “hot 
spots”. Things looked good so I moved on to placing 
the “main light”. 

For the “main light” I decided to place a large light 
source (a 64” PLM) shining in from the left side of the 
frame (camera left). I shot another test frame and looked 
at the preview screen. I liked how soft the main light 
looked, however the rest of the frame was still too dark. 

I decided to add a “rim light” with a red gel to 
illuminate the right side of the frame (camera right 
behind the subject). I shot another test frame and 
decided things were looking better. The “rim light” was 
also spilling light onto the concrete wall and doubling 
as a background light. Sometimes one light can achieve 
multiple results.

I took a close look at the over all image and 
decided it still needed a “fill light” set up right next 
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to the camera. This light filled in the shadows on my 
subject. However, it also fixed a background shadow in 
the top left corner. 

After about five minutes I liked how the image 
looked and I was ready to start shooting.

Once you have your light set up you can move 
them around easily to change the backgrounds. 
Remember to take test frames after moving to check for 
any potential problems and fix them as needed. Minor 
adjustments to your flashes can have big results. 

The more you shoot with flashes the more you will 
get use to how your lights look. Understanding your 
equipment will help you to predict how the light will 
look before you even set it up.

Remember, these are some guidelines for using 
multiple lights on location. Each location is different 
and therefore will require a different lighting set up. 
Always keep in mind the final product you are striving 
to achieve. You only use lights to help achieve the final 
product. That being said, you only use enough lights 
to produce your vision. Each light has its own purpose 
and plays its own role in creating your unique image.

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Grady Layman. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Digital Photography 101

One of the key benefits of a digital SLR (dSLR) is 
the ability to use different lenses.  This provides 
great flexibility and allows the photographer to 

choose the best lens for any given situation.  However, 
this also creates a challenge for dSLR shooters.  Most 
users purchase a dSLR kit that includes a lens and 
struggle when purchasing a new lens.  The choice is 
critical.  Typically, the choice of lenses are as important 
if not more important than the camera body.  However, 
choosing a lens is not a simple process due to the 
complex and confusing nomenclature used to describe 
lenses and features.

This article will review the different descriptive 
terms used by major lens manufacturers.  Each will 
review a key concept in lens selection and will highlight 
how the feature translates into photography benefits.  

Sensor Size:
In understanding lens nomenclature, we must first 

start with an understanding of our camera.  Today’s 
dSLRs predominantly come in two different size 
sensors.  This is important since certain lenses only 
work with specific size sensors.  The first option is 
called APS-C (commonly referred to as “crop sensors”), 
and these sensors are smaller than traditional film.  
The smaller sensors allow camera manufacturers to 
create lenses and cameras that are smaller, lighter and 
cheaper.  These cameras tend to be less expensive and 
are by far the most common in the market today.  As a 
general rule of thumb, if you spent less than $2,000 on 
your Canon or Nikon camera then it is APS-C based.

The alternative to APS-C is full-frame.  These 

A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES  AND CONCEPTS

DECIPHERING DSLR LENSES:  By Jay Livens
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cameras have larger sensors and tend to have the 
absolute best image quality.  The high price of these 
bodies to limits them to the most advanced amateurs 
and professionals and the large sensor size prohibits 
the use of APS-C lenses.

Lense Type:
Camera manufacturers have created lenses that 

are designed exclusively for the APS-C platform.  
These lenses tend to be smaller, lighter and often of a 
reduced quality compared to their full frame counter 
parts.  However, APS-C users benefit from the added 
choice since they can use either a full frame or APS-
C optimized depending on their requirements.  In 
contrast, full frame cameras cannot use APS-C lenses 
due to their larger sensor size.

As a lens buyer, the differentiation between APS-
C and full frame lenses is only important if you ever 
plan on purchasing a full frame camera.  If you only 
purchase APS-C lenses then you must replace them 
if/when you upgrade to a full frame body.  If you are 
uninterested in full frame then you not be concerned 
with this specification.

It can be a challenge to recognize which lenses are 
designed solely for APS-C since there is no standard 
notation for this.  The good news is that APS-C cameras 
can use all lenses regardless of whether they are 
optimized for full frame.  However, many users often 
prefer APS-C optimized lenses due to their lighter 
weight, smaller size and lower cost.  The table at the 
end of this article lists common notations and to 
summarize, Canon uses EF-S and Nikon uses DX to 
denote their APS-C only lenses.

Focal Length: Zoom vs Prime
The next question to consider is the focal length 

of the lens.  The focal length refers to the lens’s 
magnification.  A larger focal length (e.g. 200mm) means 
that the lens will magnify the image.  In contrast small 
focal lengths (e.g. 10mm) are considered wide angle 
lenses.  Generally, 80mm on APS-C and 50mm on full 
frame is about the same focal length as the human eye.

The other consideration is whether you want a lens 
that supports a range of focal lengths.  These lenses are 
called “zoom” lenses and their focal length can change 
by turning a collar on the lens.  Zooms are the most 
common lenses in use today and the barrel of the lens 
will typically show the range of focal lengths supported  
(e.g. 24-105mm).  In contrast, other lenses called “primes” 
provide a fixed focal length (e.g. 100mm).

The choice of zoom or prime comes down to 

convenience and image quality.  Prime lenses have 
fewer moving parts and glass elements and typically 
provide the best image quality.  In contrast zoom 
provide greater flexibility since they support a range of 
focal lengths at a cost of slightly reduced image quality.  
A typically hobbyist photographer is best served with 
a zoom lens because the convenience outweighs the 
loss of image quality.

Aperture:
Aperture is one of the biggest differentiators 

between lenses.  Aperture refers to the size of the 
lens opening which really means how much light the 
lens will let in.  A lens with a larger aperture (e.g. small 
aperture number like F1.4) will let in more light and 
perform better in low light environments. These are 
referred to as “faster” lenses.

The largest apertures are typically provided by the 
most expensive lenses because the feature requires 
larger lenses and more expensive glass.  High end zoom 
lenses offer a fixed aperture throughout their focal 
range.  A 70-200 f/2.8 means that the lens will always 

This lens shown above indicates a range of focal lengths from 70mm to 
200mm (zoom lens).
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have a maximum aperture of 2.8 regardless of whether 
you are shooting at 70mm or 200mm.  You can identify 
a fixed aperture lens because it will only specify one 
aperture next to its listed focal length range.

In contrast, lower priced lenses are “slower” which 
means that their maximum aperture is smaller. (A 
larger aperture number like F5.6.)  Additionally, these 
lenses typically do not offer a fixed aperture through 
their zoom range.  For example Canon offers a lens 
with the following specs: 70-300mm f/4-5.6.  This 
description suggests that the lens will zoom from 
70mm to 300mm and that the largest aperture is f/4 
at 70mm and f/5.6 at 300mm.

End users should evaluate their budget and low-
light requirements.  Lenses that are “slower” will work 
in low light, but will require a flash more frequently 
than their “faster” counterparts.  Additionally, variable 
aperture lenses will perform less effectively as you 
zoom.  In contrast, “fast” fixed aperture lenses provide 
improved low light performance and reduce the need 
for a flash, but with a typical trade-off of size and cost.

Image Stabilization:

One of the challenges of dSLRs with long shutter 
speeds (e.g. low light) is minimizing camera shake.  
This is easily accomplished with a tripod but they can 
be heavy and awkward to carry.  Image Stabilization is 
a technology that embeds a movable element inside 
the lens that automatically adjusts for camera shake.  It 
enables the photographer to achieve sharp images at 
slower shutter speeds than would normally be possible.

Image stabilization is highly beneficial technology 
and I encourage all lens buyers to strongly consider this 
feature.  There is no real downside to the technology 
except that it may add to the cost of the lens.  When 
choosing a lens look for IS (Canon), VR (Nikon, OS 
(Sigma) or VC (Tamron) which will signify that the lens 
includes this technology.

Focus Mechanism:
Today’s dSLRs all use autofocus and the motor that 

focuses is embedded inside the lens.  There are different 
types of autofocus motors with the primary different 
being speed and flexibility.  The best quality auto focus 
motors use fast mechanisms to enable the camera to 
keep up with actively moving photographic subjects.
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The choice of auto focus motors is particularly difficult to comprehend since every manufacturer uses and 
different description of this feature.  Canon and Sigma identify the fastest focusing lenses with a “USM” or “HSM” 
designation respectively.  The designation is omitted for lower-end focus systems.  Nikon has taken a simpler 
approach and labels their lower end auto focus systems as “AF” and the high end solutions “AF-S”

Quality:
Lens manufacturers sell a broad range of lens targeted at different markets.  The cheapest lenses are made of 

plastic and standard glass while the most expensive are made of metal, use exotic glass and typically have special 
weather sealing to protect them from the elements.  The high end lenses will generally provide the best image 
quality and will be the most expensive.  Canon, Nikon and Sigma denote these lenses with an L, ED or EX respectively. 
Most hobbyist photographers will have a difficult time justifying paying the premium for high end lenses and will be 
happy with the more mainstream lenses.

As you can see, the choice of lens and features varies widely.  The range of features and prices are what make 
dSLRs so powerful, but can also be confusing.  Your best bet when considering a new lens is to review your shooting 
style and needs.  You should ask yourself critical questions such as: What is my budget? Is low-light shooting 
important to me?  Do I care about how fast the camera focuses?  Does build quality and weather sealing matter?  
These are questions that only you, the photographer, can answer.

Canon Nikon Sigma Tamron

APS-C or Full Frame EF-S, EF DX, AF DC, DG Di-II, Di

Quality L ED EX n/a

AF Mechanism Blank, USM AF, AF-S Blank, HSM n/a

Image Stabilization IS VR OS VC

This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Jay Livens. Please contact the author directly with any questions.



When it comes to getting that “perfect shot,” 
I’ve noticed a rather unflattering growing 
trend amongst photographers - the feeling of 

“entitlement.” Visit any major public event and you’ll see it 
everytime. I’d like to preface my comments by stating that 
I am not singling out amateur photographers as a group, 
rather a select few. This is mainly because professionals are 
just that - professionals who know through experience how 
to work within their surroundings and given limitations. 

We’ve all seen that bumbling photographer who’s 
presence at a public event has given them the excuse to 
take their camera out of the box and get some really “nice 
photos.” Tripping over people, walking backwards with 
their eye through the lens, clueless of their fellow person, 
and even getting in the way of other photographer’s 
cameras in pursuit of their own “perfect photo” (OK, I must 
admit I have been guilty of that!). One of the trademarks of 

professional photographers is their ability to adapt to their 
given situation, especially when photographing in public 
areas. In actuality, professionals create opportunity. But, give 
them a small shooting area (ensuring all photos will look the 
same), and there’s nothing left to do but complain!

This has been the situation in the city of Vancouver, host 
of the 2010 Olympic Winter Games. Specifically, at the site of 
the Olympic Cauldron, where a large and rather unattractive 
fence separated the crowds from the cauldron at quite a 
distance. The purpose was to offer only the media access 
to photograph the cauldron up close, a move which has 
angered many photographers. The argument was that there 
has never been an Olympic Games where the public have 
been allowed such close proximity to the cauldron, even 
with the fenced area. So, tens of thousands of photographers 
were left to line up through the crowds of people anxious 
to press their lenses up against the chain-link fence, sure 

and the
  gold medal
      goes to...

...photographers?
PHOTOGRAPHERS CREATE  THEIR PHOTO-OPS - By Dave Seeram
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to capture photos which might require some creative 
“fence-cloning” touchups in post process. Take a look at 
the image on the previous page. While it’s quite a nice 
photo and free from “clutter”, the story behind the image 
is one of a hard-fought journey through crowds of folks 
bumping each other, lenses being pressed against (or 
through) the chain-link fence, and photographers with 
no space to set up a tripod desperately trying to hold 
their camera as still as possible to avoid motion blur.

Enter the public backlash. It seems that the 
photographers get the gold medal for their hard work 
and display of determination. The enormous public 
outcry from photographers who were simply not 
satisfied with being teased by the chain-link overlay 
in their photos, prompted the Olympic organizing 
committee to come up with a better solution for those 
who were aching to photograph the spectacular 
Olympic Cauldron. Not only was the fencing moved 
closer, but the area has been expanded, and a gap has 
been incorporated in the fencing to allow for larger 
camera lenses to fit through. If that weren’t enough, an 
impromptu observation deck to the cauldron has been 
opened to the public. Photographers are now afforded 
the opportunity to photograph the cauldron from 

various unobstructed angles to their heart’s content.

It’s a huge victory for the photographers 
(considered the underdogs going up against the 
might of the Olympic Organizing Committee), but they 
fought hard and came out with a victory. Representing 
photographers of the world, the gold medal goes to 
- us! Kudos to the Vancouver Olympic Organizing 
Committee who were sympathetic and understanding 
to the requests of the masses. The transformation of 
the secured area surrounding the cauldron was done 
swiftly and without disruption - simply a fantastic 
gesture and job well done.

With the new viewing area alive with happy 
spectators, the only thing standing in the eager 
photographer’s way now are the sea of tripods, the 
several-hours long lineups to get onto the observation 
deck, and of course - that special Vancouver (rainy) 
weather. The lesson learned; no matter what you are 
shooting, take into account your surroundings, stake 
out your location to get the best spot without getting 
in the way of others, and find your shots. Do that, and 
you’ll quickly be setting yourself apart from the masses 
as a creative, conscious photographer.

Photo of the 2010 Olympic Cauldron after the changes to the fenced area. Photographers now have easier access and closer vantage points.

This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Dave Seeram. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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A welcome new feature showcased in the Lightroom 
3 Beta is the Custom Print Package. Used in conjunction 
with the standard Identity Plate and the new Watermark 
Editor (introduced in last month’s issue of PhotographyBB 
Online Magazine), a whole range of creative layouts can 
easily be produced and saved as print presets. 

For example, in the mock magazine cover (left) I have 
used the Watermark feature to place the magazine PNG 
overlay (created in Photoshop) and the Identity plate to 
add Nina’s name. In the example to the right, the lightning 
effect is introduced via the Watermarking feature and the 
Identity plate again provides the text.

Lightroom 3 beta: THE PRINT MODULE - By John Ogden

The freely available Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 3 Beta has been released to tease us with 
the emerging refinements to this evolving “can’t-do-without” digital workflow tool. In this article 
I’m going to show you examples of gallery layouts that can now easily be created all from within 
Lightroom.  Hold on tight as we take a lightning tour of the new Custom Print Package, make 
friends with the Watermark Editor tool and meet up with our old favourite, the Identity Plate. 
Together we are going to go gallery crazy!
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Laying out a page is relatively easy, but works in a 
different way to the existing Picture Package or Single 
image/Contact Sheet. “Single Image/Contact Sheet” 
is the new name for what Lightroom 2 calls “Contact 
Sheet/Grid”.

Notice the brand new option to colour the 
background. In this layout I used the black Page 
Background Colour option. You can select any colour 
using the colour picker activated by clicking on the 
black rectangular chip shown above.

With the new Custom Layout you add cells of 
various sizes using the preset size buttons located 
within the Cells panel. Once the cells are in place you 
simply drag images into them directly from the film 
strip. You can even have images overlap as shown in 
some of the next examples!
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Alternatively, you can create a DIY layout by 
dragging the images directly onto a blank page then 
resizing them to taste using the sizing handles.  This is a 
great way to produce an actor’s or models introductory 
Comp card, sometimes called a “Z-Card”. Comp cards 
usually have a head shot, a three quarter length picture 
and a full length shot displayed with some stats and/or 
contact details as in the example above.

This simple two image layout (above) shows the 
page background colour as mid grey and the identity 
plate function has been used to bring in Nina’s name. 
If this layout is saved as a preset and used for another 
client it’s a simple matter to change the name using 
the Identity Plate editor.

The font, size and colour can all be changed to suit 
the design and placed anywhere on the layout. The 
Watermark however, can only feature on the image as 
in my “Photos by…” watermark above. In these last 
two examples you can see that I have also added a 
white stroke (found in the Image Settings panel) as a 
framing element.

The watermarking feature places a text-based or 
image-based overlay in the same position on each 
image as you can see in the Valentine’s layout below. 

The red strap line seasonal pun comes to you 
courtesy of the Identity Plate!
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By loading the same graphic into the Identity Plate and the Watermark feature, the same overlay can be deployed 
twice on the same image. For the final Valentine layout (above), I have the heart PNG doing exactly that. 

My thanks to Nina for modeling for all the shots used here and to Paul Oughton for the source image used in 
the title design. Keep your eyes and ears open for some exiting Lightroom 3 Beta news soon!

The Watermark version at the top 
can only be placed directly on the 
image, but you can see that not 
only has the Identity Plate been 
rotated by 180°, it also extends past 
the image cell and onto the red 
background. As seen in the Page 
panel above, here are the page 
settings I used for this effect.

Be part of the Beta! By being part of the beta testing phase, not only will you benefit by processing your photos with 
the latest in image processing technology, but you’ll be helping the digital photography community as a whole.

Download your free copy of the Lightroom 3 Beta here:
http://labs.adobe.com

This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of John Ogden. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Before getting anywhere near Photoshop though, you need to take the photographs in a way that will make 
it easy(ish) to merge them. Ideally your camera should be on a tripod to keep shake out of the image and also to 
ensure that the images are around the same angle. You also need to make sure that each image has a large overlap 
between them. Pick out a landmark such as a pole or a house and make sure that if it’s on the far left of your first 
picture, that it then appears on the far right of your next picture. Once you’ve taken your photographs, here are the 
steps required to merge them in Photoshop.

Step 1: 
Open all of your images (to be stitched) in Photoshop. In this example, I have 3 photos taken from the top of the 
Guinness Storehouse in Dublin. It has 360 degree views of Dublin and is quite lovely on a sunny day with a pint of 
Guinness. These images are all pretty large – about 3600 pixels wide and high-res. 

PANORAMAS MADE EASY WITH PHOTOMERGE :  By Jennifer Farley

Adobe Photoshop® Tutorial
TECHNIQUES, TIPS, AND TRICKS FOR DIGITAL EDITING OF IMAGES IN PHOTOSHOP®

Since version CS, Photoshop has included a superb automated command called Photomerge. 
Photomerge has improved with every version since and is unbelievably speedy at piecing 
together two or more photographs to produce a panorama. So, if you’re out and about and 
have a beautiful vista in front of you that you know won’t fit into one shot, just go for it, take 
several shots, and easily stitch them together in Photoshop.
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Step 2: 
From the menu in Photoshop, choose File > Automate > Photomerge... which opens the Photomerge dialog box.

Step 3:
Click on the “Add Open Files” button (or if you haven’t already opened them, you can select them from your hard 
drive or memory card using the Browse button.

Step 4:
There are several layout options appearing on the left 
hand side of the box and most of the time Auto will 
do the trick. My advice is to experiment with each one 
to see which results you like best. In this example, I’m 
using Auto. 

Click OK and the automated command goes to work. 
You’ll see Photoshop flipping your pictures about while 
quickly creating a new layered file with each of your 
images appearing in it. Photoshop also masks part of 
each layer and blends them together. 

Here’s what the Layers palette looks like on a completed 
3-image panorama.
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The resulting image which Photomerge produces will look somewhat like this:

You’ll immediately notice the odd shape of your image, which is a result of Photomerge correcting for lens distortions 
(especially with wide-angle lenses) as well as matching up the edges of your individual photos to “merge” them into 
one perfectly joined panorama. 

Step 5:
In some cases where your original images may have differing exposure levels, you may find that you need to touch up 
by cloning. However, if your original images are very close together in terms of colour, Photoshop and Photomerge 
tend to do an amazing job.

Step 6:
To finish up, use the Crop tool to remove the transparent areas of the image. And voila! Although the image below 
looks pretty tiny here, I could easily print this out to A3 size without any loss of quality.

You can see the advantages that Photomerge can offer the photographer. Now you can pack light and carry a decent 
zoom lens while leaving your wide angle lens at home. Shoot a series of shots, and stitch them into a gigantic 
panorama spanning wider angles than a wide angle lens could ever afford.

You can even get creative and shoot multi-level images to stitch together, vertical panoramas, or even 360 degree 
panos for some unique photos! The point is, have fun, and enjoy your new processing tool!

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Jennifer Farley.  Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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PBB: Kevin Kubota, what a pleasure! Welcome to 
PhotographyBB, and thank you for joining us today. 
Please introduce yourself to the PhotographyBB 
community and tell us about yourself!

Well, the short answer is that I have been married 
for 18 years to my best friend, Clare, and we have 
two amazing little dudes, ages 8 & 11. I have been a 
pro photographer for about 20 years and teaching 
workshops on photography for the last 10 or so. I was 
born and raised in Hawaii, moved to L.A. for college - 
where I studied fashion design, then gave that up, did 
sales at Nordstrom, and finally pursued photography. 

We stumbled upon Bend, Oregon 15 years ago and 
knew it was the place we wanted to live, work, and 
raise a family. We’ve been here ever since! I love the 
outdoors - mountain biking, hiking, snowboarding, 
camping, and just being able to appreciate the subtle 
details and sounds of nature. I think the relatively 
relaxing environment of Bend enables me to run a busy 
and sometimes stressful business without imploding.

I love to eat too. My friend calls me a “foodie”, 
whatever that means. I love to travel, marvel at the 
diversity and history in our world...and eat good 
food. My perfect vacation would be traveling the 

PhotographyBB Magazine is privileged to welcome world renowned photographer, Kevin 
Kubota, to our spotlight seat. Regarded as one of the top-ten wedding photographers in the world, 
Kevin has been extremely generous to sit down for a candid interview to give us a look at his career 
and how he got started in the photography business; offering our readers some valuable advice. 

 THIS MONTH’S SPOTLIGHT INTERVIEW: Kevin Kubota

Photographer in the Spotlight
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world, photographing & sampling the best of the best 
regional foods. Is it lunchtime yet? I feel like I’m filling 
out a personals ad.

PBB: Many of our readers are at the point where 
they are considering making the leap to becoming 
a “professional” photographer. At what point in 
your photography-life did you make this decision, 
and was there anything in particular that inspired 
you to “go-pro?”

I’ve always loved photography and was inspired 
by my dad, who also loved to photograph and 

develop his own B&W images in his darkroom. He 
took beautiful, natural, images of our family growing 
up and I loved looking through his photos. I started 
taking my own images in high-school and it’s been a 
hobby of mine since then. It wasn’t until I had gone to 
college, abandoned my career as a fashion designer, 
been through sales at Nordstrom, and attempted a 
multi-level marketing scheme that I realized I needed 
to do something that I really loved for a living. It 
happened rather by accident, really.

I had a female roommate before I got married and 
she asked me to take photos of her for her boyfriend. 
I obliged, and did a little research on studio lighting 
and bought some cheap lights to setup a studio in 
our garage. The photos came out quite nice and she 
showed them to her friends. They all began to ask me 
to take their photos as well and I soon realized that 
I could probably be charging for this...as much I as 
enjoyed doing it for free :-) This was about 20 years 
ago. Before long, I was taking actors headshots, model 
portfolios, and getting fashion jobs. I also started 
assisting a studio photographer with a busy business 
in southern CA. I learned a ton about studio lighting 
from him and he got me interested in digital imaging 
and Photoshop too. Digital cameras weren’t readily 
available then, but we were having images scanned 
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and “Scitex’d”. Now we have them “Photoshopped” :-)

The turning point for me, though, was after I 
got married and became friends with my wedding 
photographer, George Carranza in Torrance, CA. 
He really inspired me with his fashionable style and 
approach to weddings. I assisted him on a couple 
of weddings and then decided to make a go of it 
myself. He continued to help me with suggestions 
and support and we became great friends. I loved 
photographing weddings and realized I had a talent 
for capturing great moments.

PBB: Once you were at that point, how did you 
actually get started professionally? 

I used word of mouth almost entirely to start 
my business. My wife worked at a women’s gym in 
Manhattan Beach, and it was a perfect place to leave 
sample albums. I got many jobs from the women at 
that gym either getting married or referring me to 
friends that were getting married. Women’s clubs are 
gold mines for photographers! I remember the day I 
had my first wedding appointment at my home. I had 
only one album to show - from a friends wedding I 
photographed for free. I printed up a pricelist on my 

computer just minutes before the client arrived and 
I did my best to convince her that I knew what I was 
doing. I was afraid she was going to ask to see more 
albums (which I obviously didn’t have) and wasn’t 
sure what my answer would be if she did ask! She 
never asked, and booked her wedding, so I guess my 
appearing confident worked. I was very nervous, but 
tried not to let on.

PBB: You’ve build a strong reputation as one of the 
most sought after wedding photographers in the 
business. With everything you have going on in your 
photography-life, do you still shoot weddings?

I still shoot weddings, but I’ve had to reduce the 
number I can take to balance my workload with all the 
other commitments I have. I love teaching and creating 
cool tools for photographers too, so I share my time 
between the creative endeavors and managing our 
businesses and awesome team.

PBB: It’s quite clear that you have a special gift 
when it comes to capturing people through your 
lens. How did you develop your distinctive style?

Thanks! I think I got that from my dad. He always 
took very candid feeling, insightful images of people. 
He was never a professional photographer, so in a way 
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that may have allowed him to photograph exactly the 
way he wanted - free of the needs of a client. That style 
rubbed off on me and it has been my passion ever 
since. It took me a while to actually “define” my style 
based on how and what I really loved to photograph 
though. I think when we start out, with less confidence, 
we tend to try to please everyone and create a style 
that we think people want. It’s hard to really stick to 
your guns and yet it’s so important to enable yourself 
to stand out from the competition AND to love what 
you do for your entire career.

PBB: Besides being a pro photographer, your 
company has also developed some software tools to 
assist photographers of all levels with their image 
processing. Could you tell us about your “Kubota 
Tools” and what made you decide to branch out 
into producing software?

I realized when I started hiring assistants to my 
photography business that I really enjoyed teaching 
them and sharing my experiences with them. I got 
a lot of satisfaction from seeing them get excited 
and growing. I offered to do a small program for my 
state association, the Professional Photographers 
of Oregon, and it went really well. It was creatively 
satisfying to me to teach as it was to photograph. I 
started doing more workshops and seminars and was 

basically teaching everyone how I did all my workflow, 
Photoshop techniques, and studio management. The 
students loved it, but would say, “Can’t you just sell us 
your actions instead of teaching us how to make them? 
That would be SO MUCH easier!” I was very reluctant at 
first, but gave in to the pressure and soon realized that 
they were a big hit. People loved the looks we were 
creating in Photoshop and they loved that they could 
create them with a few clicks.

From there, I decided that I would only offer 
photographers products that I personally used and 
knew worked. I created all these tools for my own 
studio and workflow, and they made me money and 
saved tons of time. I believe in them, and use them 
myself, so I feel very confident offering them to other 
photographers as well.

PBB: That’s great! I should also note to our readers 
that every photo you are sharing with us today 
has been processed with your Image Tools. What 
are your most popular Image Tools for both the 
beginner as well as professionals when it comes to 
image-processing?

Our most popular products, actually for both 
beginners and pros, are our Photoshop Actions. 
Not only are the tools versatile and timeless,  they 
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are incredibly fast and easy to use because of our 
Dashboard, which is the search, organizer, and 
launch pad for all our tools. It’s again something that 
I dreamed of having in my own workflow and there 
was nothing like it available so we had it developed. 
Once I started using it, I had a very hard time working 
without it; it’s so simple and powerful. Beginners love 
it because it’s dead simple. Pros love it because it’s 
lightning fast.

Professional photographers also really love our 
Lightroom Presets and workflow workshop on DVD. 

Beginners and amateurs don’t place as much priority 
on time savings and image security as experienced 
pros do. When they realize how much time and 
frustration they can save by using a system like ours, 
and understanding the subtle nuances of Lightroom, 
they find the products invaluable. We find that more 
pros use Lightroom than beginners or amateurs. We 
are happy to empower all photographers, regardless 
of how they use their photography.

PBB: Besides your professional life and running the 
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business, do you have a favourite photographic 
discipline on a more personal level?

I love to travel and photograph landscapes, 
cityscapes, architecture, and people. We lead workshops 
in Italy every year or so and it is always invigorating 
to me to do the workshops as well. I think it is really 
important for pro photographers to make sure and 
create time to photograph just for themselves. You 
open up your creative thinking and it can only better 
your professional work as well. Photograph something 
that you don’t normally photograph. If you typically 
do portraits, take a creative break and photograph 
abstract patterns, landscapes, macro, or whatever! Just 
do something different and challenging.

I got in to that rut myself for many years – just 
photographing people. It was actually my first trip 
to teach in Italy that opened my eyes to the value of 
taking time away from what you typically do to see the 
world a little different. It was incredibly valuable to my 
portrait work when I returned home too.

PBB: As you know, we live in a time where technology 
is more affordable and more accessible than ever. How 
do you feel about the explosion of new photographers 
beginning their potential careers as professionals?
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I think it’s awesome! Photography is a wonderful 
art, craft, and potential business. If it gives more 
people a chance to do what they love for a living, 
then I think the world will be a better place. Most of 
the grouchy, impersonal, disinterested, or helpless 
people that you meet everyday are people who either 
hate their family life or hate their jobs - or both. If you 
don’t like what you are doing, then do something 
about it! Imagine if everyone out there was thankful 
for the jobs they had and loved what they were doing 
- wouldn’t this world be a different place?

I know that the influx of new photographers does 
create more competition in the market, and we’ve 
certainly seen the effect of that all over the country. 
But, competition is good. It keeps us growing and 
improving and it’s just a fact of life. We need to learn 
to cooperate, define our unique selling proposition, 
and foster a community of support rather than 
adversity. If you think about it, I mean seriously, 
NOTHING good can ever come from bad-mouthing 
competition or complaining about it. However, good 
will almost always come from friendly competition, 
professionalism, and sharing.

PBB: While we know that gear doesn’t “make” the 

photographer, it’s still fun to know - What gear 
does Kevin Kubota shoot with?

I use a Nikon D3 as my primary camera, with a 
D90 for travel and backup. I have a full array of Nikon 
lenses and Lensbabies. My favorites, however, are 
my 70-200mm f2.8, 50mm f1.4, 14-24mm f2.8, and 
Lensbaby Composer. I protect it all in my Tamrac bag, 
which also has a nifty laptop pocket which I use for 
my collapsed 45” diffusion and reflector disks. I think 
the model of the bag I use is the 613. I’ve yet to find a 
more durable and versatile camera bag. I also use the 
Nikon SB900 flash units. They are incredibly accurate 
and versatile as well.

PBB: Thank you so much for joining us and sharing 
your insights Kevin, it’s been a real pleasure having 
you with us for this special edition. Before you go, 
what final advice could you offer our readers who 
are either just getting started as amateurs and/or 
professionals?

Shoot, shoot, shoot! Really it’s that simple; just 
capture everything. Look through your images and 
analyze what worked and didn’t work. Many people 
recommend looking at lots of great images from 
other photographers, and this IS a valuable thing to 
do, but not as important as actually going out and 
taking your own images - lots of them. One of the best 
examples of this is my mother-in-law. She LOVES to 
take pictures. She’s not a pro, just a nature lover with 
a point-n-shoot. Over the years I’ve seen her photos 
improve tremendously, simply because she takes a 
lot of photos. Now many of her images look like they 
were taken by a pro!

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Kevin Kubota. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
All images contained in the article were processed using Kevin’s “Kubota Image Tools” software.

Learn More about Kevin!
To learn more about Kevin Kubota, subscribe 
to his blog, connect with Kevin’s social 
networks, or learn more about Kubota Image 
Tools, please visit the following links.

Kevin Kubota’s Blog:
http://www.kubotaactionhero.com/

Twitter:
http://twitter.com/kevinkubota

Kubota Image Tools:
http://www.kubotaimagetools.com/

Photo Gallery:
http://www.kkphoto-design.com/2009/
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The 15th photography assignment theme was to go out and take a photograph that represented the signs that the spring season 
is upon us. Given the unusually long winter that many of our readers experienced, this task proved to be quite challenging. Our 
members rose to the occasion and came up with some great shots to show that spring is indeed upon us! Here are our top picks.

Photography Assignment Challenge Picks!

A Thousand Words, A Single Frame
The theme of our special assignment was to tell a story with your image. Photographer, David duChemin, has selected the following 
photo as the winning image for this challenge! Without further delay, here are the 3 top photos; and the winner is... A.M.Oulmann 
(member “Amo”) is our challenge winner who will be receiving 2 of David duChemin’s books; autographed! We would also like to 
congratulate our two runners-up, and say thank you to everyone who participated in this challenge. 

PHOTOGRAPHYBB SPECIAL PHOTO ASSIGNMENT:

Photography Assignment

A special thanks to David duChemin for participating with PhotographyBB Online Magazine, and for generously providing the two signed copies of his 
books for the winner of this challenge. David’s support towards the teachings of aspiring photographers is both appreciated and inspirational.

Second Place Image: Photo by Mike Frye Third Place Image: Photo by Ricardo Silva

First Place Image: Photo by A.M. Oulmann
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PhotographyBB flickr Group Member Photos
The PhotographyBB Gallery group on flickr® is the latest place for flickr® members to participate in PhotographyBB 
Assignments. Each month, in addition to choosing our top photos from the PhotographyBB Forum submissions, we’ll also 
be selecting some images from the talented members of our flickr® group to showcase their photography. Click on the links 
under each photo to view the flickr® gallery of the photographer who submitted the photo.

Best of December Photos
Bottom Right:  Photo by: (_.•*`*•.ChobiWaLa.•*`*•._)
http://www.flickr.com/photos/chobiwala/

Bottom Left: Photo by: Geordie*F1*
http://www.flickr.com/photos/geordief1/

Top:  Photo by: raduuuuu
http://www.flickr.com/photos/raduuuuu/
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Do You Have a 
Great Idea for 

a Photography 
Article?

We are looking for 
talented individuals 
who would like to 
expand their portfolios 
by volunteering to 
contribute articles to 
this e-magazine! If you 
are interested, we’d 
love to hear from you.

Topics of Interest are:

- Photography Techniques
- Photography on Location
- Photoshop Tutorials
- Hardware / Software Reviews
- Camera Equipment
- Member Spotlight
- Plus we’re open to new ideas!

To become either a regular 
contributing author, or even 
just for a one-time article, 
please email us at: 

magazine@photographybb.com

Introduce yourself, share your 
idea, and maybe we’ll see you 
in next month’s issue!

Step into the Spotlight!
Would you like to be featured in the PhotographyBB 
Online Spotlight on Member section? If so, please let 
us know at: magazine@photographybb.com

We’ll feature your photos, a small biography and write-
up about you, as well as links to your web gallery or 
photography related business. We all love photography 
and image editing, so let’s get to know each other!

Been Around the World?
We are looking for talented writers who would like 
to share their experiences in visiting far away places, 
or even your home town for that matter. In our 
Photography Around the World column, we take our 
readers on a photographic journey, and we would like 
you to be our tour guide.

If you would like to share your story and photography 
of a city you have visited, please contact us and share 
your idea with our team. We’d love to hear from you!

RSS Updates Available:
There have been some requests for email notifications  
of upcoming issues of the PhotographyBB Magazine 
Online. You can receive updates on the magazine as 
well as our blog postings through our RSS feed which 
can either be aggregated to your feed reader, or 
emailed to your email address. Any of our readers who 
are interested can subscribe here:
http://feeds2.feedburner.com/photographybb

Discounts for Readers:
For those of you who are interested in getting into HDR 
photography, there simply is no better HDR software 
then HDRsoft’s Photomatix Pro, available as a stand 
alone software and as a Photoshop Plugin. Visit:
http://www.photographybb.com/hdr/
and use the coupon code: photographybb.com 
for a special discount. Also, check out the Shop 
PhotographyBB site for links to some great deals on 
cameras and accessories. Best deals on the web!

Thank you for reading the PhotographyBB Online 
Magazine. We hope  you enjoyed it, and we’d love to 
see you again next month. If you have any questions or 
comments for us regarding this magazine, please feel 
free to email us at: magazine@photographybb.com


